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02 April
Treasuries snapped a gain from yesterday before a Commerce Department 
report that economists said will show orders for goods from U.S. factories rose 
by the most in three months.

Japanese stocks declined as the yen’s gain to its highest level in three weeks 
against the dollar overshadowed stronger-than-forecast growth in U.S. 
manufacturing.

The dollar declined against most of its major peers as signs of recovery in the 
U.S. economy sapped demand for the relative safety of the world’s reserve 
currency.

Asian currencies rose for a third day after stronger-than-expected 
manufacturing growth in the U.S and China buoyed demand for the region’s 
riskier assets.
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03 April
The dollar rose to a more than one- week high versus the euro as signs of 
improving U.S. employment support the Federal Reserve’s decision to hold off 
from increasing monetary accommodation.

China accelerated the opening of its capital markets by more than doubling 
the amount foreigners can invest in stocks, bonds and bank deposits as the 
government shifts its growth model to domestic consumption from exports.

Treasuries rose, stemming yesterday’s biggest slide in almost three weeks, 
as a decline in stocks around the world drove demand for the relative safety 
of debt.

Japanese stocks dropped, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average extending 
declines after slipping below 10,000 for the first time in two weeks, as the U.S. 
Federal Reserve signaled it may not offer more stimulus and Fast Retailing 
Co. plunged.

04 April
Payless ShoeSource is poised to sell itself for less than any apparel retailer in 
America, which may be the best price it can get.

Japanese stocks fell, with the Nikkei 225 Stock Average heading for its biggest 
three-day losing streak in five months, after falling demand at a Spanish bond 
auction refocused attention on Europe’s debt crisis, weakening the euro and 
damping the outlook for exporters.

Most Chinese stocks rose on speculation the central bank will ease monetary 
policy and after the government said it will more than double the amount 
foreigners can invest in equities, bonds and bank deposits.

Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index headed for its biggest 
two-day loss since December, as weaker demand at a Spanish bond auction 
reignited concern Europe won’t contain its debt crisis.

05 April
Mitt Romney is remaking his campaign into a machine to take on President 
Barack Obama while keeping one eye on finishing off his Republican rivals, as 
chief challenger Rick Santorum grasps for a strategy to keep his nomination 
bid alive.

While stock markets around the world are closed for Good Friday, the U.S. 
Labor Department will publish its monthly employment report today at 
8:30 a.m. New York time. That means another early morning for Wedbush 
Securities Inc.’s Michael James in Los Angeles.

U.S. stocks slid this week, giving the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index its biggest 
decline of the year, after the Federal Reserve signaled it will refrain from 
further monetary stimulus and concern about Europe intensified.

Viktor Bout, the international arms dealer convicted of conspiracy for plotting 
to sell weapons to a Colombian terrorist group, was sentenced to 25 years in 
prison, the minimum term he faced.
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